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ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SURVEY CORPS 
  ASSOCIATION 
       Queensland Branch 

     BULLETIN              
PO Box 5784 Stafford Heights 4053  

   Website:  www.rasurvey.org 
 
 

MID-YEAR EDITION – No 42 JUNE 2010 
 

OUR NEXT FUNCTION: The Colonel Alex Laing Memorial Dinner celebrating the 95th Anniversary of 
the formation of the Royal Australian Survey Corps. 
When: Friday 25th June 2010. 
Where: The United Service Club, 183 Wickham Terrace Brisbane in the Royal Room. 
Time: 7.00pm for 7.30pm. 
Cost: $60.00 per head for three course cordon bleu dinner including beverages. The event is 
subsidised by our Association sponsor. (Regret inevitable price rise) 
Maximum seating – 30 persons. 
Dress: Men – Lounge suit; Ladies – After five. Miniatures may be worn. 
RSVP Secretary Barry Lutwyche (Ph 3264 2191) or Bob Skitch (PH 3350 1550) by Friday 11th June. 
This is a premier event in our Association calendar. Run on semi formal lines the port is passed in the 
traditional manner. This event is always great fun – ask anyone who has previously attended.  
Please note: To avoid a clash with the Ex-Fortuna Association 95th Anniversary Function on the 2nd 
July (fully detailed in our last Bulletin) we have scheduled our dinner one week before.  

 
 CALENDAR 2010 

Friday 25 June: Colonel Alex Laing Memorial Dinner at the United Service Club  
Friday 2 July: Celebration of the 95

th
 Anniversary of RA Survey at Bendigo. Full details in March 2010 Bulletin. 

Saturday 4 September :Our traditional Reunion and Annual General Meeting. This year the event is 
to be at the Kilcoy RSL to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the commencement of training of 
the Northern Command Field Survey Unit, later to become 5 Field Survey Company – ‘Queensland’s 
own’. The event has been held annually by your Association in various locations since 1947 when the 
veterans of WW2 decided that they wanted to maintain the bond of comradeship forged during 
their war service. It is regrettable but inevitable that our few remaining WW2 Survey Veterans are 
no longer able to attend – but we will remember them. Cost of lunch $25.  
Start Time: 11.30 am at the Memorial in front of the RSL. There will be a short memorial service at 
the 5 Coy Plaque. 
RSVP: Secretary Barry Lutwyche by Monday 30 August….Ph 3264 2191 
 
October date TBA – The Military Mapmakers Dinner with I Topo Svy Sqn as host. In 2009 the event was held 
at the Gaythorne RSL and was a great success. especially so because it included the presentation of the Derek 
Chambers Award. It is the intention that in future the award will be conferred at the Military Map Makers 
Dinner. The award goes to the soldier who has displayed outstanding esprit-de-corps in the best tradition of 
the Royal Australian Survey Corps during the preceding twelve months. 

 

EDITOR’S NOTE: Our next Bulletin be in November 2010. Please take particular note of the Kilcoy Reunion 
notice above – Saturday 4

th
 September 2010. Also: (for those who receive this Bulletin by post) colour copy is 

available on our website – www.rasurvey.org  
 

The Royal Australian Survey Corps Association (Queensland) acknowledges the generous sponsorship and support of 
RPS Group. 

http://www.rasurvey.org/
http://www.rasurvey.org/
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COMMITTEE 
Patron    Lieutenant Colonel EU Anderson MBE (Ph 3408 9179)  
EXECUTIVE 
President  Peter Bates-Brownsword  (Ph 3289 7001)      email: petenbarb@dovenetq.net.au 
     (Mob 040 789 7001) 
Vice President Alex Cairney   (Ph 3397 7583)                    email: alex.cairney@hotmail.com 
Secretary  Barry Lutwyche, OAM  (Ph 3264 2191)         email: rasvy_qld@yahoo.com.au 
                     sec.qld@rasurvey.org  
Treasurer Ross Smithwick  (Ph 3356 5786)                    email: rdsmithwick@ozemail.com.au 
 
COMMITTEE 
Member  Jim Gill    (Ph 3264 1597)   email: jimgill@hotkey.net.au 
Bulletin Editor Bob Skitch    (Ph 5438 0550 Caloundra; or 3350 1550 Brisbane)                       
& Historian              email: bob@skitch.me 
North Coast representative Kym Weston  (Ph 5445 6927)   email: kym@westonsweb.com 
& web site manager               (mob 042 737 7 226) 
North Qld representative Dennis Gregor (Ph mob 041 275 6196)   email: dgregor@easynet.net.au 
               
Note: Refer Veteran’s Affairs matters to Peter Bates-Brownsword and Stan Campbell 
 
1 TOPO SVY SQN 
Squadron OC Major Troy Francis 
Squadron SSM WO1 Stephen Hill, CSM (Ph 3332 7564) (mob 043 817 5977) 
         email: stephen.hill1@defence.gov.au 

 
OUR HISTORY PROJECT – WHAT DID WE DO, 1946 – 1996? 
Entries continue to trickle in to our ‘What did we do 1946 -1996’ project, mostly through our website 
channel. We have had a further contribution from John Leworthy for the 1965 AHQ Survey Regiment 
operation based at Goroka, PNG that provides many names of those taking part. This entry is now on 
our website. An interesting entry has been received from Darren Dumble (Svy Spt Sect, Sydney Wksp 
Coy) for the 1989 5 Fd Svy Sqn operation ‘Microbe ’89’ based at Pilbara WA. I have no information 
on Darren Dumble other than he was then Cfn Dumble RAEME – the entry turned up ‘out of the 
blue’. It is greatly appreciated. I have yet to enter it into our website. 
Email your contribution direct to Bob Skitch bob@skitch.me or enter your data on our website – 
www.rasurvey.org . Our website contains state summaries of what we have compiled so far. There 
are plenty of gaps – have a go at filling them in! 

NOTICES 
 

Mary-Ann Thiselton has retired from our 
Association Committee after ten years of 
service, six as secretary. From all of us Mary-
Ann, many thanks for all your hard work. 

 

LAST FRIDAYS 
Last Fridays continue at the Gaythorne RSL. 
Numbers attending have improved in recent 
times. Pop along and have a beer or a softie 
with your mates. Visitors should check first 
with Rock Thiselton Ph 3353 1026 

 
 
 
 

ASSOCIATION BADGE 
Association badges are still available from the 
Queensland Association. Place your orders 
with Barry Lutwyche and we will try to satisfy 
them. 

 

BERETS – BERETS – BERETS 
Our stocks of our ever popular beret are now 
nearly depleted. However, stocks are held at 
Christie’s in Sydney. Be distinctive in the RA 
Survey Association headdress. Contact Alex 
Cairney email alex.cairney@hotmail.com  
Note: Christies can be contacted as follows:  
Unit 4D; 1-7 Unwin Bridge Rd, St Peters, NSW 
2044. Phone 02 9519 0784 

mailto:petenbarb@dovenetq.net.au
mailto:alex.cairney@hotmail.com
mailto:rasvy_qld@yahoo.com.au
mailto:sec.qld@rasurvey.org
mailto:rdsmithwick@ozemail.com.au
mailto:jimgill@hotkey.net.au
mailto:bob@skitch.me
mailto:kym@westonsweb.com
mailto:dgregor@easynet.net.au
mailto:stephen.hill1@defence.gov.au
mailto:bob@skitch.me
http://www.rasurvey.org/
mailto:alex.cairney@hotmail.com
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ASSOCIATION TIE or SCARF 
Cost is $30.00 which includes postage. Place 
your order with the Queensland Association. 
Phone or email Barry Lutwyche. 

 

VIETNAM – A TECHNICAL TOUR by Bob 
McMillan-Kay.  
Copies can be obtained from Bob McMillan-
Kay at a cost of $36.00 including postage. We 
commend this highly successful book of Bob’s 
Vietnam experience. Bob’s address is 14 
March Lane, Maryborough, Qld, 4650. 
 

 

MAPMAKERS OF FORTUNA 
Copies may be purchased from the Ex-Fortuna 
Survey Association (PO Box 865 Bendigo 3552) 
at $60.00 plus postage of $11.50 which 
includes cost of a padded postal bag.  

 

RA SURVEY ASSOCIATION PLAQUE 
An Association Plaque that incorporates the 
three overlapping badges, the theodolite 
badge of pre-WW2, the wartime colour patch 
and the post WW2 RA Svy badge is available 
from the Queensland Association. The cost of 
the plaque is $50.00 plus postage. Place 
orders with our Secretary, Barry Lutwyche. 

 
 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SURVEY CORPS PLAQUE: 
The Ex-Fortuna Association has purchased 
some of the original RA Svy plaques. These are 
available from Ex-Fortuna Secretary Tracey 
Phillips, 03 5449 6330 (AH); email 
phipsys@tpg.com.au. Price on application.  

  
 

THE 1 TOPO CHALLENGE COIN 
The coins are for sale to members for $10 00 each. 
Orders are to be placed via email to CPL Amanda 
Iglesias in the 1 Topo orderly room. Email: 
amanda.iglesias@defence.gov.au. 
 

 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2009 – 2010 & 
2010 - 2011 
In the words of Devey – Don’t go to sleep on 
your membership! Keep in touch with your 
Survey Corps mates by being a paid-up 
member of your Association. We have noted 
a fall-off of paid-up members and perhaps 
that is because our Bulletins are freely 
available to all on our website. But we do 
need your subscription if only because it is the 
paid up members who represent the true 
strength of the Association and with that can 
enjoy the privileges of our subsidized 
functions. Most of our functions are now to 
some extent subsidized from our sponsorship 
account and while we will never turn away a 
past member of the Survey Corps it is very 
appropriate that those Queensland based 
past RA Survey persons in attending 
subsidized functions meet their paid-up 
obligation. Furthermore there are cash costs 
involved in running the Association – postage, 
PO box rental, website hosting, bank 
charges, printing and stationery, ANZAC Day 
wreath, occasional donations (Red Cross etc) 
and presentations and awards with associated 
engraving.  
Our financial year runs from September to 
September. Subscription is but $15.00 per 
year. We encourage you to pay three years in 
advance (or more if you wish). Subscription is 
waived for veterans aged 75 years and over 
who have been standing paid-up members of 
our Association. Pay-up time was at the AGM 
5 Sept 09 but it is not too late now. 

 

ANZAC DAY 2010 

 
Anzac Day 1010 followed the format that we 
have become accustomed to for the past ten 
years or more. First the Dawn Service at 2nd 
Combat Engineer Regiment (2CER), Enoggera 
attended by Bob Skitch, Barry Lutwyche (who 
placed the wreath), Rock and Mary-Ann 
Thistleton (who were accompanied by some 
family and friends), Alex Cairney (after the 
City Dawn Service), Alan Kavanagh (down 
from Blackwater), Jamie Lyle(whom we have 
just caught up with) Jim Beard, Brian Johnson, 
Penny Knott and many members of I Topo Svy 
Sqn including SSM WO1 Stephen Hill (who 

mailto:phipsys@tpg.com.au
mailto:amanda.iglesias@defence.gov.au
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joined RA Svy in 1981), Alex Cairney (who sees 
us off on the march and greets us at the end). 
 
The Commanding Officer of 2CER, LTCOL 
Stephen Giddon addressed the very large 
gathering at the dawn service, perhaps the 
largest I have seen for some time. For 
whatever reason the gates to the Enoggera 
complex were closed with access only on foot 
and parking wherever you could find it in the 
adjoining streets.  
 
As in past years the service was followed by 
breakfast at the nearby Sportman’s Club – 
sausages, bacon, fried eggs and bread; cereal 
for those who needed it but no baked beans! 
What is the Army coming to?  
 
The City march commenced at 10.00am and 
despite well publicised efforts by the March 
Committee to reduce the ‘time past a point’ it 
was about 11.00am before we stepped off 
from near the junction of George and 
Charlotte streets. By the time we reached 
Elizabeth Street we were more or less in step 
and at that point a very colourful drum band 
moved into position in front of the RAE Water 
Transport Association preceding us. If not at 
all musical the drums maintained a consistent 
rhythm throughout the length of the march 
and it was easy to maintain the step. So we 
wheeled into Adelaide Street, down past the 
saluting point in King George Square where 
we gave a very snappy eyes left (I assume so 
since I was leading this year) and then onto 
Creek Street and finally into Elizabeth Street 
where we dispersed. The crowd – was it larger 
than last year? I think so; it was huge, four 
and five deep down the length of Adelaide 
Street. What is it all about I sometimes 
wonder! 
 
We of the Survey Association made our way 
by train and some in private cars to the 
Alderley Arms Hotel, mostly arriving between 
12.30 and 1.00pm. For early arrivers it was a 
dry argument until 1.00pm as the law 
decrees. Others caught up with us at the 
Arms; our President Peter Bates-Brownsword 
(who met us in the City but marched with the 
National Service Band where he has been 

promoted to Drum Major and wears a snazzy 
half waisted jacket with Sergeant’s stripes), 
Jamie Lyle, Bruce Bellette (who was passing 
through). 

 
See Photo Gallery for large photo and names 
Roll Call 
Bob Skitch (leader) 
Bruce Gordon (theodolite bearer) 
Peter Bates-Brownsword (Nasho Band) 
Barbara Bates-Brownsword  
Rowan Shipley 
LVJ (Les) Smith (in a wheel chair) 
William Smith (son of LVJ and pusher) 
Brian Cosford 
Brian Johnson 
Wally Chilcott 
Ian Hutching 
Alex Cairney 
John Thomas (marches with 4RAR) 
Dave O’Shannessy 
Robert Phillips  
George Phillips (father of Robert) 
Tony Gee 
Alan Roche (son of Bob Roche) 
Alan Kavanagh 
Barry Lutwyche 
Phil Brookes (Chief Clerk Bendigo ’83-’85) 
Peter Ball  
Lee O’Shea 
Lee Palfrey 
Don Palfrey (father of Lee & former  AABC) 
Sgt Kim Baker (1 Topo) 
Spr Aden Saddington (banner man) 
Spr Michael Giannoukas (banner man) 

 
Note: Many of our Anzac day stalwarts were 
missing this year, no doubt grey nomading 
around Australia or overseas. 
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And from NSW… 

 
John Siddons, Richard Jackson Hope, Rob Hunter 

 

THE GOURMET BBQ AT THE HOME OF TONY 
& LORETTA GEE 

Despite fewer numbers this year the event we 
have all come to look forward to was even 
more enjoyable. Threatening storms did not 
eventuate and we were indulged by Tony’s 
culinary skills on the BBQ as well as further 
dishes no doubt prepared by Loretta and 
some delectable deserts brought by our 
ladies. Tony and Loretta’s back patio 
overlooking the duck lake is a perfect setting. 
As usual stories fair and foul were recalled 
and tin hats were to the fore. Those attending 
were: 
 

 
L to R: John Barry & partner, Bruce Gordon, 
Loretta Gee, Alan Kavanagh, Diana Kavanagh, 
Rosilind Gordon (sitting), Alex Cairney, Beth Small 
(sitting), Barry Lutwyche, Grant Small, Wendy 
Skitch, Adrian Creedy, Tony Gee. (Bob Skitch took 
the photo) 

 
 
 

REMEMBERING THE AHS ‘CENTAUR’ 
I happened to be in Caloundra on the 24th 
May this year, the anniversary of the sinking 
of the AHS Centaur and attended the 
remembrance service conducted each year at 
the Centaur Park on Wickham Point, north of 
Kings Beach about half way along the 
Caloundra Memorial Walkway. Our own RA 
Survey plaque is about 20 metre along from 
the Centaur Memorial. The sinking of the AHS 
Centaur by a Japanese submarine with the 
loss of 268 lives must go down as one of the 
most dastardly acts of WW2. The Centaur was 
floodlit at the time with its three red crosses 
clearly visible on each of the ship’s sides. The 
locating and photographing of the Centaur in 
December 2009 has heightened interest in 
this sad event of the war and the gathering at 
the Centaur memorial was the largest in 
recent years. Wickham Point is the closest 
mainland point to the now known location of 
the sunken ship, thirty nautical miles due east 
of the southern tip of Moreton Island.

 
The 14th May was a perfect south east 
Queensland day (beautiful one day – perfect 
the next) with the sea beyond the memorial a 
sparkling blue. Wreaths were placed on the 
memorial and at sea the Volunteer Coast 
Guard dropped a wreath in the water. An 
address was given by Colonel Wendy Taylor of 
the Royal Australian Army Nursing Corps and 
a contingent of the Australian Army Band 
played the hymn of Psalm 23 and the National 
Anthem. It was a very fitting memorial 
occasion....Bob Skitch. 
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PNG MEMORIAL PLAQUE 
We continue to target the 11th November 
2010 for the unveiling and dedication of the 
plaque commemorating the service of the RA 
Survey units that served on Papua and New 
Guinea during World War Two. But there 
always seems to be yet another hoop to crawl 
through before we can be sure that it is going 
to happen. Now it is the design of the plinth 
on which the plaque is to be set and this has 
to be submitted to the Physical Planning and 
Building Department on the correct proforma. 
It is incredibly simple. Masang Bangindo (AL 
Surveys and President of the PNG Survey 
Association) has emailed the forms to me and 
I have submitted these to Mr Joe Filippi, 
president of the Port Moresby RSL. I have 
discussed by email the design of the plinth 
with Mr Filippi. It is really very simple and 
conforms to other similar plinths in the Koki 
Memorial Park. In the meantime we have the 
plaque design with our Brisbane foundry but 
have delayed its actual production until we 
have the final go-ahead for the plinth. In 
addition to the costs of casting the plaque and 
constructing the plinth there will be 
transportation costs to Port Moresby and 
most likely import duty on landing. We have 
yet to find these out. 
 

 
The plaque awaiting casting 

 
Some State Associations have expressed 
concern that the plaque makes no mention of 
post WW2 Survey activities in PNG, especially 
those of 8 Field Survey Squadron. I can only 

point out that the intention was to honour 
those WW2 survey units that served in Papua 
and New Guinea during WW2. The plaque is 
being placed in a Memorial Park and the 
wording has been approved by the PNG 
government. A plaque recognising the work of 
post WW2 units is a great idea for another 
time and another place – perhaps Wewak or 
Popondetta. Someone else may like to take 
that on as a worthwhile project......Bob Skitch 
 

BALCOMBE COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUE 
(while on the subject of plaques) 

 
Ed: Forget all that we said in our March 
Bulletin. The situation has radically changed. It 
is best that we leave it to Don Swiney to tell us 
all about it in his own inimical style: 
 
As previously advised, I attended a meeting at 
the Memorial gates at Mace Oval at the 
entrance to the old Balcombe Camp.  The 
intent of the meeting was to agree on the 
format and placement of four plaques 
commemorating the existence of the Army 
Apprentices School, the School of Signals, the 
School of Music and the School of Military 
Survey.  The plan was to fix the plaques to 
brick wing walls each side of the memorial 
gates.  The meeting was attended by: 
• Four representatives from the Army 
Apprentices Association, 
• A representative from the RA Signals 
Association, 
• A representative from the Army Band 
Corps (The present CO of the Defence School 
of Music) 
• A representative from the combined 
RA Svy Associations (myself) 
• Initially two representatives from the 
Mornington Historical Society.  (One left when 
she saw the other one was there and declared 
that she wouldn’t stay while she was there) 
• A Councillor from the Mornington 
Shire (and whose ward Balcombe was in) 
• Two members of staff from the 
Mornington Shire. 
The meeting was chaired by Frank Poole from 
the Army Apprentices Association.  Matters 
that arose from the meeting and were agreed 
to were: 
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• The plaques in whatever form would 
not be fixed to the wall.  The Historical Society 
backed by the Mornington Shire declared that 
the wall and the gates were a heritage site 
and not to be interfered with. (the fact that 
the wall was built by Army Apprentices 
sometime after the gates were installed by 1 
US Marine Div was disregarded) 
• The councillor proposed that she 
would organize a Rotary Club to fund and 
build a ‘rotunda’ inside the gates and the 
plaques could be affixed, adjacent to or 
whatever to the rotunda, 
• She further proposed that the area be 
developed into a historical interpretive area 
with the various organizations which were 
ever at Balcombe contributing to interpretive 
boards distributed around the vicinity.  
• The four organizations represented 
made the point that although some of the 
other tenants were significant our 
organizations were there longest (twenty to 
thirty years for the most part) and we should 
have precedence. 
• That the Mornington Shire refurbishes 
the plaques presently on the pillars 
supporting the gates, one commemorating 
the 1 US Marine Div occupation and the other 
commemorating the Australian Army WW2 
occupation.  It seems both plaques are clones 
of the originals; the originals had been prised 
off the pillars by vandals and subsequently 
found in the bush.  They are now mounted at 
Mt Martha House.  Mornington Shire agreed 
to at least add frames to the ones that are 
there and to return the originals. 
• Mornington Shire proposed that if the 
site is to be turned into an interpretive area, 
that the plaques mounted down at Citation 
Oval commemorating the award of the 
Presidential Citation to 1 US Marine Div be 
moved up to this site.  The ex military 
members of the meeting pointed out that the 
1 US Div Association are unlikely to agree to 
that but the chairman who is in contact with 
that association did agree to check with them. 
 
We have not agreed to meet again but we 
have agreed to stay in contact.  There might 
be a change in plan when Frank reports to 
General Gillespie. 

MY TAKE ON THE MEETING  
By way of background:  Mace oval now is not 
as you might remember it.  In my time it was a 
parade ground but now it is a well turfed and 
maintained oval and used largely for athletics.  
The council has added a toilet and a carpark 
accessable from the Nepean Highway.  The 
area around the oval on the side of the gates 
is grassed and well treed. The oval is used by 
school children from the nearby school 
(located up where Fairburns paddock was) 
and in fact was being used on the day we 
were there. 
 
I came away from the meeting feeling that it 
was a good result.  Plaques on the wall were 
never going to be good idea as the Nepean 
Highway was only about 10m away and the 
highway is the main route to the lower part of 
the peninsula.  I believe that with luck and a 
bit of perseverance we could end up with a 
nice picnic area already with a carpark and 
toilets with an interesting historical 
interpretive area and a good place for a 
reunion or to take your family. I got the clear 
impression that the councillor was keen on 
the whole idea and was the sort of lady that 
got things done.....Don Swiney 
 

THE DUNGOG PLAQUE (While still on the 
subject of plaques – from the NSW 
Newsletter) 

The photograph on the next page was sent 
in by Robyn and Trevor Marsh, they were 
interested in the origins of the plaque and 
why it was placed at Dungog. John Hillier’s 
name appears on the plaque and a request 
was made to John to give the history of the 
plaque , which he has done. 
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There was/is an error made with the date 
(noted) on the occasion when it was unveiled, 
and obviously not corrected, (as requested at 
the time, might have been too difficult?) 
The commemorative stone harks back to the 
greatly improved resources devoted to military 
mapping required to merge the permanent 
pre-war Survey Corps into the enlarged WW2 
Corps organisation. 
“Lebanon to Labuan" by Col Fitzgerald 
pagesand 37, "Australia's Military Mapmakers" 
by C.D. Coulthard-Clarke, Chapter 7 "The 
HomeFront" 'Clews " Memories of 2 Aust Field 
Svy Coy 1940-1944. page 8, 41, and "Royal 
Australian Survey Corps , 1915 -1990,"Clem 
Sargent, 1995 provide information that relates 
to the raising and training needed for the 
newly formed 2 Fd Svy Coy in N. S,W. to be 
properly trained to speed up mapping. The 2 
Fd Svy Coy was the first of 4 Coys to come into 
existence. 
Capt .H.P.G. Clews in Routine Order 1A, 2 Fd 
Svy Coy, RAE. Eastern Command of 19 Oct 
1940, stated that the Coy was formed by 
seconding No.3 Sec, Aust Svy Corps [Permanent} 
and Fd Svy Unit [Militia], along with civilian 
personnel enlisted at earlier possible dates. 
While the HQ was temporarily located in 
disused Council Chambers at 217 Lambton 
Road, New Lambton, a suburb of Newcastle, 
the camp at Dungog showground’s was 
retained and became known as Command 
Survey Depot, used to train and equip 
personnel recruited to fill establishment of the 
new uni totaling twelve (12) Officers and two 
hundred and eighteen(218) O.R.'s, three (3) 
Officers and fourteen (14) [W.O.'s, Sgt.'s and a 
Cpl of 3 Sec, Aust Svy Corps, along withone (1) 
Officer, twenty three (23) W.O.'s, Sgt's,Cpl's 
andfive (5) Spr's of Fd Svy Unit, RAE, Militia, 
were transferred ot 2 Fd Svy Coy, RAE. 
The showground at Dungog used by the Militia 
unit was retained for some months into 1941 
for training and equipping personnel recruited 
to fill the new Coy's establishment, Twelve (12) 
Officers and two hundred and eighteen (218) 
O.R.'s. 
The residents of Dungog were proud to "host" 
the unit, and the members ofthe Coy 
responded on a lot of ways to their friendliness 
so that they all belonged to the community in 

many respects. This was why the 50th 
Anniversary was such a successful celebration. 
A search for larger quarters in the Sydney area 
led to a move to the Dr. Dill Mackay Memorial 
Protestant Orphanage in Albert Road, 
Strathfield, and a 2 Storey building in about an 
acre of grassland suitable for erecting tents. 
The unit moved from Strathfield to Kyogle early 
in 1942. 
It has brought back memories of a great week 
end. 
Trust that this has been useful Corps history. 
…..John Hillier 
 

PERSONALIA and other jottings 

 
John Leworthy emails: My late father's 

colours are the original WW1 - 7th BATTALION 
not Brigade. They are pretty famous mob as such, 
being awarded more VCs (4 in total) than anyone 
else. 
 I am understood to be the last direct living 

descendant of any of the 7th Battalian's soldiers, 
hence I am the official Colour bearer. 
 Thanks for including it in the newsletter. Thanks 

also for your NVV museum on the Island inclusion. 
 Unfortunately, I am never able to sprint back in 

time during the ANZAC day march to join the 
survey guys in time before they are on the shrine 
forecourt. That of course is a cardinal sin to join in 
once they reach there. 
 Due to this we just prop at the 7th's shrine tree 

which is the one closest to where everyone exits 
left from the forecourt and wait for Bill Black and 
the survey guys to do the same shortly after us. 

 Save Fortuna: John has sent these Fortuna 
website links…..I am sending these links in 
case you were not aware of them. 

 http://www.villafortuna.org.au/ 

 http://charter4fortuna.blogspot.com/ 
 
National Vietnam Veterans Museum: some 
emailed correspondence of interest…. 
To Brian Mead, WA RA Survey Assoc: I am 
Gary Parker and I’m the current President of 
the Museum. After reading the newsletter 
and seeing the various maps inside I am 
prompted to contact you in order to get 
copies of some of them to better display your 
Corps within the Museum. If we have exhibits 
then we will display them and at the moment 
we don’t have much on Survey Corps. 

http://www.villafortuna.org.au/
http://charter4fortuna.blogspot.com/
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Brian in confirmation of our discussion – this 
Museum is the legacy of all Vietnam Veterans. 
By definition it is a resource for the education 
of future generations but it is also a very 
personal thing for veterans and we are keen 
for it to the spiritual home of all Vietnam 
veterans and we are working to that end. It is 
fairly comprehensive and it is bigger and 
better than most people think that it might 
be.  
 
We would like to see your Corps better 
represented so any contribution that you can 
generate will be appreciated. We tell people 
as they pass through to see what memorabilia 
and other  odds and ends that they have at 
home – work out what the kids will do with it, 
and if there is any doubt then send it to us. 
Here it will live on. I am going on a bit Brian – 
but you get my drift. 
 
We are open every day between 10.00 and 
5.00pm and are a volunteer based, not-for-
profit organisation. You will find us at 
www.vietnamvetsmuseum.org .  We have had 
a few problems with the site and are currently 
updating it. Again any help you give will be 
appreciated by us and then by your Corps 
members. Regards ...Gary Parker  

 
Bill Black emails the president of the Vietnam 
Veterans Museum:   My name is Bill Black and 
I am a past Survey Corps member. 
I have just noted an email that went to Brian 
Mead and has just landed in my email box re 
Vietnam mapping. 
I have been meaning, via Darel Kerslake, to 
provide the museum with a couple of maps 
that I have specifically had copied (at true 
scale) for the museums use. 
These are standard USA mapping at 1:100 000 
(1 sheet) & 1:50 000 (4 sheets joined). 
In view of your request I should bring them 
down to you. 
There are a couple of other sheets compiled 
by Survey that I should be able to have 
reproduced and provided also. Cheers, Bill 

 
 
 

Rob McHenry (from ACT Newsletter 2/10) 
Relocation of RASVY historical collection 

Noting that SME is to move in the near 
future, evidently to make way for a container 
depot, I sought information from the Head of 
the Army Museums Network as to any 
decision regarding the future location of the 
RASvy Historical Collection. I received the following reply: 

As you know, the RASvy Historical Collection 
was integrated into the Engineer Museum 
several years ago. As you point out, the SME 
will be moving to Holsworthy in the near 
future. At this stage, the expected move will 
not be for approx 4 years. As the Engineer 
Museum is an integral part of the SME, i t  will 
also move at the same time. Of, course, this 
means that the entire collection will move 
including the RASvy Historical Collection. It is 
our proposal to have the new museum located 
at the front of the new barracks on the fence 
line. This will allow for easier visitation from 
members of the public. We have not met with 
any disagreement to this proposal. I hope this 
provides you with sufficient information. As 
the move is still some time away, much of the 
detail is still in the planning stage. 
Let·s hope that the location is as intended 
and that it winds up in a position allowing 
easy access to interested parties. 
 
Noel Ticehurst (from the ACT Newsletter)  
Ed: Noel is well known in this part of the 
nation and I thought members might be 
interested in his doings. 
I have thoroughly enjoyed the great articles in 
the ACT Newsletters and I hope to read more 
while on my travels. I am unsure about 
returning to Canberra so my PCUG 
membership and email address will l soon 
cease. Therefore, I have changed my email 
address to mogokred9@yahoo.com.au as 
part of my preparations to do a bit of 
caravanning, opal fossicking, cutting and 
polishing. Sometime during the caravanning I 
hope to buy a block of land, which could be 
anywhere from the Atherton Tablelands to 
the Huon Valley- one daughter lives in 
Queensland and the other in Tasmania. 
I still have some work on the house before I 
can commence my trip - the first of many I 

 

http://www.vietnamvetsmuseum.org/
mailto:mogokred9@yahoo.com.au
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hope. However, all the van needs is stocking 
with a few provisions and I'm off. Shortly after 
completing a certificate in Lapidary and an 
Associate Diploma in Gemology at the 
Canberra Institute of Technology in 1992 I 
visited my brother Greg Ticehurst at Jundah. 
Greg worked with a road gang for the Jundah 
Shire Council and drove me around the 
various opal fields outside of Jundah. I was 
able to find opal and I've been a fan of 
Queensland boulder opal ever since. Boulder 
opal comes in all shapes, sizes and colours the 
best of which is exquisitely beautiful. Much of 
Queensland's boulder opal occurs in ironstone 
concretions (boulders) and these boulders are 
found in ancient palaeo-channels (very very 
old rivers). The palaeo-channels are often 
covered and cannot be seen from above 
ground. However, some ironstone concretions 
and hence the palaeo-channels can be seen 
where the land is eroded. The boulders on top 
of the ground are usually cracked thus 
exposing the opal which is almost always 
crazed and therefore not of gem quality, but it 
is a great indicator that there is good opal 
buried below. 
The first opal field I wish to visit is at Yowah 
where the famous Yowah Nut is mined. After 
Yowah I haven't a set plan but assuming I can 
drag myself away from Yowah I think I'll head 
to a spot south west of Cheepie and then to 
Quilpie. One of the owners of the Mineshaft 
shop in Canberra's Civic Centre has an opal 
mine roughly 50 kilometres south east of 
Windorah just east of Cooper Creek. He could 
get a visitor. Hopefully this year I will make it 
to Opalton which is a designated opal 
fossicking area roughly 120 kilometres south 
of Winton. What about the equipment 
needed to fossick for opals you might ask? 
Well all you need is a miner's pick and a spray 
bottle full of water, then hope that a case of 
mining fever can be avoided. 

 
Barry Lutwyche is picking up with George 
Timmins on the way to the Bendigo bash and 
then afterwards they are heading inland and 
onto the Gun Barrel Highway to the west 
coast. Thence north to Broome, Derby, 
Kununurra via the Gibb River road, Halls Creek 
then the Tanami Road to Alice Springs and 

south to Lake Eyre before heading home. 
What a trip! Barry will be away from 
Queensland from July to the end of August. A 
full report for the November Bulletin, Barry. 
Don’t forget to take your camera. 
 

FROM THE OTHER STATE ASSOCIATIONS 
Newsletters from other State Associations 
(except the Ex Fortuna Association) can be 
found on our Website www.rasurvey.org. The 
following is a brief summary of content from 
those recently received: 
ACT Newsletter: This excellent publication 
edited by Rob McHenry has some great 
articles – well worth opening… 

 Ted Hunter’s WW2 story of WW2 – 
Morotai 1945 (Part 1) 

 ANZAC Day 2010 – 15 marchers – 
good photos 

 RASVY Genesis…Rob McHenry 

 Balcombe plaque 

 Relocation of RASVY Historical 
Collection (also in this Bulletin 

 Tall Tales and True – Confusion on the 
Airwaves  

 Harry Raisbeck’s Tudor Crowns – John 
Bullen 

 Garney Cook’s Power – Peter Jensen 

 Personal Notes – Gary Hunter 

 Vale – Harry Raisbeck, George 
Campbell Kennedy, Garney Cook 

 Photo Gallery – A line-up of officers; 
42/71 Basic Survey Course. 
 

NSW Association Newsletter – A great read 
edited by Richard Jackson Hope…. 

 ANZAC Day march Sydney 2010 – 17 
marchers and AGM under the 
Moreton Bay Fig Tree. Great photos 

 The Last Post – story of its origin (Ed – 
greatly contested; it might be the 
story of ‘Tatts’) 

 Dungog Plaque (reproduced in this 
Bulletin) 

 Survey Corps Operation with early 
Army Aviation Group – Maj Charlie 
Miller AA Avn (RL) 

 Happy Birthday RASVY – the Bendigo 
event 

 Survey Corps Museum 
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 Photo Gallery – School of Military 
Survey – Balcombe 1958; Road to 
Burketown 1960; George Constable, 
Avn Wing, Camooweal 1960 

 

THE NOT SO WELL 
Jock Kay – is fighting a battle with cancer, a 
form of leukemia that affects both red and 
white corpuscles. He is on treatment that will 
hopefully lead to a period of remission. He 
feels well enough in himself but the cancer 
leaves him open to secondary infections so he 
needs to take care. Jock and Krystyna took a 
package air trip to Lake Eyre recently with an 
overnight stop at Birdsville. The lake was an 
impressive sight. He is regretful that he and 
Krystyna have had to cancel their Danube –
Rhine cruise planned for later this year. 
I assured Jock the very best wishes of the 
Association. He hopes to make it to the 
Reunion and AGM at Kilcoy in September. 
 
Alex Cairney has had a week in hospital with a 
jiggered back. Very painful Alex said – a nerve 
pinched in his spine. The ambos had to knock 
him with a shot of morphine in the shoulder 
before they could move him. Alex is home 
again and getting better by the day. 
 

VALE 
 
VALE – MILTON FRANCIS BLAIN – 1924-2010 
By Charles McMonagle  (from the journal of the 
Institution of Engineers) 

 
Ed: Milton Blain’s wife Anne emailed news of 
Miltons’s death…. ‘Milton was a member of 
the Royal Australian Survey Corps Association 
(Queensland).  I just wanted to let you know 
that Milton passed away in Gladstone on 4th 
January 2010.   I know he always read your 
Bulletin with much interest.  He had a very 
peaceful death and is now at peace.’ 
 
Milton Blain, the founding partner of the 
central Queensland engineering consultancy 
Blain, Bremner & Williams died on the 4th 
January 2010 at the age of 86. 
Milton was born in 1924 and after completing 
his secondary education at Nudgee College 
enlisted in the Australian Imperial Forces 

serving with the Survey 
Corps in Papua New 
Guinea and Indonesia. 
Upon discharge he was 
awarded a returned 
serviceman’s scholarship 
to study civil engineering 
at the University of 
Queensland. 
After graduation he was 
employed by the 
Brisbane City Council for 
four years and was then appointed Shire 
Engineer to Wagamba Shire. In1956 he moved 
to Emerald as shire engineer. Following 
approaches from neighbouring shires, he 
founded the practice of MF Blain and was 
joined in succession by John Williams and Bill 
Bremner. Over the next few years the firmed 
opened offices in Gladstone, Rockhampton 
and Brisbane. Soil and concrete laboratories 
were established in Emerald, Rockhampton 
and Gladstone. 
 
Blain moved to Gladstone in 1964 establishing 
the local office and laboratory which provided 
services to the QAL alumina project and to the 
extensive industrial developments and 
residential subdivisions that occurred in the 
following years. He played major roles in the 
Brigalow Area Development scheme, in the 
planning and design of the Clinton Industrial 
estate and in their provision of infrastructure 
for the three coal mines which commenced 
operations in Duaringa Shire in the late 1960s. 
He also served as manager of the Gladstone 
Area water Board during which time he 
oversaw the planning of a major extension to 
the Awoonga Dam and trunk pipelines in the 
Gladstone Calliope Shires, including a water 
supply to the QC Limestone mine at East End.  
By the time he retired in 1989 it employed 
150 people and had branches across the 
state. 
 
Blain’s skills were often in demand from 
community organisations and he provided 
significance assistance to church and sporting 
groups including service on the board of the 
mater Hospitals in Rockhampton, Gladstone 
and Mackay. Following retirement in 1988 the 
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practice was merged with Munro Johnson & 
Associates and subsequently with PPK 
Consultants with the combined group 
eventually being acquired by Parsons 
Brinckerhoff. 
 

Milton Blain is survived by second wife 
Anne, siblings Gordon, Edgar and Lenore, 
10 children and stepchildren, six children-
in-law and 12 grandchildren. 
 
Charlie McMonsgle was a partner at Blain, Bremner & 
Williams, joining the firm in 1967. 
 
Ed: the following is taken from Bulletin 35, Dec 2005 

 
Milton Blain: Back in July I had a call from Colin 
Van Senden – just a chat – during which he asked 
whether we were in touch with Milton Blain, a 
member of 5 Coy and with whom Colin had served 
on a post WW2 job undertaken by 5 Coy, the 
hydrographic survey of Spencers Gulf in SA, a job 
that sticks in Colin’s mind. I said we had lost touch 
with Milton but then I found his name on our 
address list. Finally I got to phoning him and had a 
very interesting discussion.  
 
At the end of the war Milton was a Sergeant and 
was in charge of a section of eleven blokes that 
included Colin Van Senden and it was this group 
that was sent to Spencers Gulf to work with the 
Navy.  Milton told me that following 
demobilisation he took advantage of the 
repatriation training scheme and did a degree in 
engineering.  
 
His first job on graduation was that of Shire 
Engineer with the Emerald Shire Council. Engineers 
were in short supply at that time and he was 
approached by another shire in collaboration with 
Emerald suggesting that if he were to set up a 
private engineering consultancy practice he could 
contract his services to Emerald and other shires in 
central Queensland. Milton accepted the challenge 
and set up practice in Emerald and his firm 
boomed. Soon after he established an office in 
Proserpine, then Rockhampton and over a number 
of years in Brisbane Port Moresby and Townsville.  
Finally Milton’s firm employed 25 engineers with a 
technical staff of 64. Milton is 81 now and has to 
keep his diabetes under control but apart from 
that he isn’t too bad. Milton expressed interest in 
receiving our Bulletin and his name is now well and 
truly back on our distribution list. Incidentally, 
Milton said that Andy Steen was the best axeman 

he had ever known and a great bloke as well. We 
all know that Milton. 
Ed:  Photo of Milton Blain from Courier Mail 
obituary. 
 

VALE – HARRY RAISBECK, president of the 
Brighton Icebergers, died on March 7 just two 
weeks short of his 100th birthday. 

Brighton’s Icebergers have lost their much-
loved president, who died last week just 15 
days short of his 100th birthday. At Harry 
Raisbeck’s funeral last Wednesday, more than 
150 people gathered to remember a man who 
had joined the iconic early-morning swimming 
group almost 50 years ago, and been 
president for more than 30.  

 

At Harry Raisbeck’s funeral last Wednesday, 
more than 150 people gathered to remember 
a man who had loved the sea and lived in 
Bayside nearly his whole life.  

They heard how Mr Raisbeck’s fellow 
Iceberger, Neil Bird said the former army 
cartographer had carried out his early-
morning ritual at the Middle Brighton Baths 
“with military precision”. He recorded the 
water temperature, he provided pollution 
reports, he advised on the colour and size of 
jellyfish and which ones stung,” Mr Bird said. 
And on cold days he wore a hat, gloves and 
“two pairs of budgie smugglers”.  

He was also the group’s father figure. 
Nicknamed Harry Have a Chat, Mr Raisbeck 
took time “to listen to his many friends when 
they needed to be listened to,” Mr Bird said.  
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“He was a tall, upright, proud man. He was 
proud of everyone, his grandchildren, family, 
his beautiful wife, his career, his friendships. 
He truly was a great gentleman.”  
From the Department of Veteran’s Affairs 
website… 

Captain HENRY CHARLES RAISBECK  
VX101924  

Service Australian Army 
Date of Birth 22 March 1910 
Place of Birth BENDIGO, VIC 
Date of Enlistment 10 September 1942 
Locality on Enlistment BRIGHTON 
Place of Enlistment MELBOURNE, VIC 
Next of Kin RAISBECK, MARGARET 
Date of Discharge 18 December 1962 
Posting at Discharge AUST SVY CORPS 
Harry served as a Captain in the Survey Corps 
from 1942 to 1962 as an outstanding 
Cartographer with much of his service at 
Fortuna and Victoria Barracks.  Many 
examples of his outstanding hand lettering 
exist including that shown on the 1:1mile 
sheets of Adelaide and Albury. 
Harry's father John was one of the original 
members of the Survey Corps. 
John produced the specimen map sheet of 
Colac used as the standard for future military 
maps and shown on the cover of the 
Mapmakers of Fortuna. 
 
John Leworthy adds the following comment 
on Harry: As previously mentioned, I was 
Corps enlisted by Harry in January 1962 and 
have kept in touch with him ever since. After 
my basic course I was posted to Albert Park 
Barracks in 1962. Harry was still DAD Southern 
Command Survey, based at Victoria Barracks, 
but he was also OC AHQ Fld Svy Depot (Air 
photo library - based at Albert Park Barracks 
and Map library - based at 3 BOD in 
Kensington). 
  
Harry took his discharge in December 1962 
(Refer 2nd link). Early in 1963 Major Stevens 
replaced Harry in all three roles and they 
moved the Survey Corps Directorate from 
Albert Park to Canberra. 
  
As fate would have it, channel 7 - Today 
Tonight carried a feature story of Harry 

swimming for the last time on his 95th 
Birthday and I was fortunate to obtain a copy 
and send it to Harry and Margaret. 
  
Noel Sproles recalls Harry: Alex Laing and I 
had to report to Harry each fortnight when we 
went into Victoria Barracks for pay while we 
were at RMIT.   
I remember him as being a good bloke who 
was kind to young subbies. 

  
VALE  – GARNEY COOK 
Garney’s wife Eileen phoned with the sad 
news that Garney passed away on Friday 23rd 
April. As many of you know Garney had been 
in remission from cancer for these past six or 
more years. Those who served with Garney in 
N Comd Field Survey Section/Unit would 
know what a tower of strength he was in the 
field, not only in keeping the vehicles on the 
road but in keeping the young blokes out of 
trouble. 
 
Eileen said that Garney passed away 
peacefully in an Ipswich hospice. He had been 
admitted to the Ipswich hospital some days 
ago with a blood 
clot on the lung. 
This was being 
treated and he 
was transferred 
to a hospice. 
Further 
complications 
set in and that 
was the end. 
 
Garney’s funeral 
took place at 
the very 
beautiful Centennial Memorial Gardens at 
Sumner Park at 11.00am on Wednesday 28th 
April. It was well attended by family and 
friends including members of the Corps with 
whom Garney served: Jeff and Judith Lambert 
came down from Traveston, Chris and Wendy 
Lancaster from Tinbeerwah, Philipa Harvey 
flew up from Canberra representing Bill and 
from Brisbane Grant Small, Col and Margaret 
Pugh, Ross Smithwick and Bob Skitch. Garney 
and Eileen’s children gave a moving family 
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valedictory. Eileen had asked Bob to speak of 
Garney’s military service and Bob’s address 
follows: 

“By any measure Garney had a long period of 
army service from 1948 to 1975, 27 years in 
all. Following enlistment in February 1948 
Garney went into recruit training at Greta, 
NSW. From there, after a short spell at Casula 
he went on to the newly formed School of 
Survey at Balcombe. However, survey training 
was not Garney’s bag and in 1949 after a stint 
of general duties (cookhouse mainly) he 
attended a driving school in Melbourne. He 
returned to the School but soon after was 
posted to Northern Command Field Survey 
Section in Brisbane as a driver. 

In 1949 the coal strike hit and raged for 
weeks, mainly in the coalfields of the Hunter 
Valley – Cessnock, Maitland, Muswellbrook. 
The steel industry was at a standstill and the 
Labor Prime Minister Ben Chifley saw all this 
in a cold war context that justified the use of 
the Army to break the strike. Army drivers 
from all over Australia were called in to move 
the coal and Garney found himself 
participating in what was to be seen as a small 
but unique chapter of Australian history. 

Garney travelled in convoy from Brisbane to 
Muswellbrook and spent the next few weeks 
carting coal from mine-site stockpiles to the 
railhead at Muswellbrook. The strike came to 
an end and army drivers returned to their 
units, Garney and the Queensland contingent 
by train to Brisbane. 

Northern Command Field Survey Section was 
located in Victoria Barracks Petrie Terrace, 
with a detachment at Indooroopilly in the old 
provost depot. The principal task at hand was 
inch to the mile mapping and for this purpose 
a survey party with Garney was based at the 
Ipswich drill hall. Off and on, this continued 
until 1953 and it was in 1953 that Garney 
married Eileen and they moved into their 
house at 33 Pemberton Street, Booval, to be 
their home through to the present day. After 
Ipswich the section moved to Emerald. Those 
serving with Garney included Jim Stedman, 

Kevin Walsh, Snow Ralston, Jim Bounds, 
Sammy Watson, Chris Lancaster and Jim 
Renneker. At that time field survey sections 
served in the field continuously and only 
when operations required, or on annual leave, 
did members return to headquarters in the 
capital city. Wives and families fitted in as 
best as they were able. At one time Garney 
was absent from home for 15 months. Inch to 
the mile mapping continued and after 
Emerald the section moved to the Charters 
Towers area (Macrossan and Ravenswood) 
and then, after a short spell in Brisbane, to 
Boulia in 1957 for the start of another 
mapping program. In 1957 a party 
commenced or continued clearing hill stations 
for triangulation between Clermont and 
Inkerman. This was before the advent of air 
supported survey operations and without 
helicopter support this was incredibly hard 
work. Successive years saw the continuation 
of that work to the top of the Cape together 
with mapping work in the Gulf and Mt Isa 
region. In 1964 it was four months at 
Charleville and St George. Cookie was 
Transport NCO on all of that, year after year in 
north and central Queensland, spending long 
periods away from home. In 1968 the Section, 
now a Squadron took on the Papua New 
Guinea survey responsibility and Garney had 
three successive years on those operations. 
Survey operations in north Queensland 
continued into the ‘70s and for Garney until 
his final retirement in 1975. 

Garney rose in rank from sapper to sergeant 
as Transport NCO. One of the more stable 
institutions in a survey unit at that time was 
the transport NCO. Nearly always a sergeant, 
the incumbent tended to remain in that role 
year after year while the rest of us went from 
posting to posting, sometimes returning, 
having progressed in rank from being a sapper 
to whom the transport NCO was a revered 
and respected person to being of a more 
exalted rank to whom the transport NCO 
remained a revered and respected person. 
On field operations their ingenuity would 
come to the fore, keeping a convoy of Jeeps, 
Landrovers, GMCs, Studebakers –  often 
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clapped before we had even left base – on the 
road. Garney was all of that. 

But their contribution to the general effort did 
not stop at maintaining the operation’s 
mobility; it went far wider. Somehow they 
seemed to be possessed of a wisdom that was 
unassailable. Generally older than the survey 
sappers and corporals, married with a few 
kids, they possessed a maturity that earned 
not only the respect of the younger members 
but also their confidence – a person with 
whom they could share a problem, a 
grievance perhaps, and know that it would go 
no further. Again – Garney was all of that! 

When the field parties returned to the base 
camp and what passed for civilisation, in the 
local pub where fights were easy to pick, the 
local café, where after enough jugs of ale, the 
greasy steak and eggs tasted pretty good, the 
transport NCO was a steadying influence. 
“back to camp with you” was appropriate 
advice given to the young sapper who was 
about to take on a local ringer over some 
monumental issue or perhaps the blowsy 
barmaid serving the jugs of ale. And the 
advice was invariably heeded.  

Garney took his discharge from the army in 
February 1975 and went to work with the 
Ipswich City Council where another ex-Corps 
member, Ian Bryan was employed as a 
surveyor. It was on the second day of 
Garney’s work with the Council that he and 
Ian were loading their vehicle in the late 
afternoon in heavy rain when a vehicle from 
behind slammed into the back of Garney’s 
vehicle pinning his leg between the two 
vehicles. The leg was broken in several places 
and had to have a steel pin inserted while it 
mended. The leg mended remarkably well and 
in the years after that unfortunate event, 
Garney had no trouble with that leg although 
a few twinges in the knee of the other, at 
least that is what Garney told me a few years 
ago. Garney finally retired from the Council in 
1991. 

In looking back over our service life you tend 
to recall some unique characters with whom 

you served. Garney, known as Cookie to most 
of us was such a person. 
 
Noel Sproles recalls Garney: I have fond 
memories of Garney as we had a lot to do 
with each other. He was truly one of those 
people for whom the accolade „salt of the 
earth· was apt. 
He was not too mathematically inclined and it 
fell to me to help him sort out the fuel records 
when we came back from field trips. He was 
grateful that someone would sit with him and 
help him out. He was notorious for his habit of 
dropping tents on sleeping occupants on 
moving-camp day. If you didn’t move when he 
called reveille at the crack of dawn, then you 
were fair game regardless of rank. I drove a 
Studebaker 6X6 over a dead kangaroo on the 
Bruce Highway and Garney bellowed at me 
„You stupid young bugger – you are going to 
clean that mess out of the bogeys when we 
stop for the night· – (afterthought) Sir”. He 
was a physically big and strong man. The 
attached photo of the bogged Landrover at 
Tin Can Bay gives you an idea when you see 
the relative size of the Kelly axe in his fist. 

 
Garney was one of several good blokes that I 
had the good fortune to associate with in N 
Comd, and I feel privileged that I knew him. 

VALE – GEORGE CAMPBELL-KENNEDY -  By 
Alex Munro 
SX25064 George Campbell-Kennedy passed 
away in March this year at the Edenhope 
Hospital, Vic, aged 92 years. As a member of 
the Corps he served in PNG during WW2, and 
on discharge in Adelaide undertook articles to 
become a licensed surveyor, later being 
appointed on completion of his exams. He 
later studied photogrammetry at Delft, and 
was instrumental in setting up the 
Photogrammetry Section of the SA Lands 
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Department, as I understand. He was 
subsequently appointed to the post of 
Surveyor General for South Australia, a 
position he held for many years. A 
distinguished career. 
 

VIETNAM PREPARATION – 1966 

An extract from Royal Australian Survey Corps 
in Vietnam – the First Year 1966-67 by Bob 
Skitch. Penultimate version in on our website 
www.rasurvey.org.  
 

 
Left to right standing:- 1. Cpl Barry Parker; 2. Spr Derek 
Chambers*; 3. Sgt Dave King*; 4. Spr Ron Smith (NS)*;  
5. Cpl Jim Roberts*; 6. Cpl Bill Plint; 7. WO II Dave 
Christie*; 8. Cpl Alex Cairney; 9. Lt Keith McCloy; 10. 
Capt Jerzy (George) Gruszka; 11. Cpl Hans Kramer; 12. 
Maj Bob Hammett; 13. Spr Brian Firns*; 14. Col Don 
Macdonald; 15. Cpl Des Ceruti*; 16. WO II Jim Williams; 
17. Capt Bob Skitch*; 18. Cpl Terry Starr; 19. Spr Brian 
Dunkin. 
Squating in left front:- 20. Cpl Dennis Duquemin*; 21. 
Sgt Stan Campbell*; 22. Sgt Peter Rossiter. 
 
*denotes personnel who departed for Vietnam in May 
and June 1966. Some others went in later years. 

 
Battle efficiency  
A political decision had been imposed on the 
Army in 1965 that every soldier detailed for 
service in Vietnam would undergo a minimum 
of three weeks battle efficiency training at the 
Army’s Jungle Training Centre (JTC) at 
Canungra in South Eastern Queensland. JTC 
had developed an international reputation as 
a training establishment of excellence in 
jungle and anti-insurgent warfare, both in 
tactical doctrine and ground tactics, especially 
infantry minor tactics – company level and 
below. It was held (rightly or wrongly) that 
this was an area of major weakness within the 
US Army and accounted for that army’s 
increasing death toll to that date in South 
Vietnam. The Australian Army’s infantry 

battalions had frequently voiced objections to 
the policy since they believed that their own 
training regime was equally as good if not 
better. But to satisfy the political whim and no 
doubt make the Canberra politicians feel 
comfortable in committing Australian soldiers 
to the conflict, especially national servicemen, 
all would have had the benefit of the 
prestigious JTC training shortly before 
entering the theatre. It had to be. The basic 
training formation was designated company 
strength so company by company all did their 
time at Canungra. Minor units were attached 
to companies or amalgamated together to 
form an ad-hoc company of about 150 strong.  

APRIL 1966 
Canungra – Jungle Training Centre (JTC)  
Battle efficiency 
We completed our Holsworthy training on 4 
March and one or two weeks after the 
commitment of a survey detachment to 
Vietnam we were advised that the 
Detachment would move to Canungra for 
three weeks battle efficiency training on 7 
April. That we had completed our own four 
week period of infantry training at Holsworthy 
in the previous month gave me a good deal of 
satisfaction – we wouldn’t be too green. We 
travelled by train north to Brisbane and then 
by a number of chartered buses to Canungra. 
We Survey Detachment fellows were of 
course not the only Army group heading for 
Canungra; there were other units also. This 
was to be my second sojourn in that place – I 
had spent six weeks there in 1961 on my 
officer qualifying course – but this time we did 
not have the use of the comfortable facilities 
previously offered. An extensive tented camp 
had been established on Battle Ridge; 
marquees and 16’ x 16’ tents.  
 
We were assigned to training platoons within 
a company structure and I found myself 
appointed a platoon commander with my own 
survey contingent and a greater number of 
signallers – mostly national service. The 
largest number in our make-shift company 
was Armoured Corps (Armoured Personnel 
Carrier (APC) Squadron) comprising three 
officers, a lieutenant and two second 
lieutenants. As a captain I was the senior 

http://www.rasurvey.org/
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officer within the company, however, I was 
taken to one side by the senior DS and asked 
whether my nose would be out of joint if I 
were offered the role of platoon commander 
and allowed the company OC role to fall on 
the shoulders of the Armoured Corps 
lieutenant, one Ian James Bryant. I could raise 
no particular objection to that and in any case 
I wanted to be with my own people – and the 
signallers. WO2 Dave Christie filled the 
position of platoon sergeant with the rest – 
warrant officers, sergeants, corporals and 
below simply diggers. It all worked out quite 
well although some of our senior ‘diggers’ had 
problems with the appointed company OC 
who was a bit of an upstart and delighted in 
pulling rank on WOs and NCOs, especially 
Survey I suspect. I had a quiet chat with him 
one morning and he kept away from our 
survey platoon after that. I think the 
Armoured Corps blokes had a bit of trouble 
giving up their black berets for bush hats, 
which the DS insisted they do. Some quite 
close friendships developed between 
surveyors and signalers with the latter 
occasionally dropping in to our Troop location 
at Nui Dat. Many years later I occasionally ran 
across one or two of them in quite different 
circumstances. They seemed to remember me 
although I must confess to having some 
difficulty in identifying them. 
 
The training regime was similar to what we 
had experienced at Holsworthy although very 
very professional. JTC ran like clockwork. 
Everything happened exactly according to 
program. Moving from one location to 
another the assigned DS would be there 
waiting to put us through another grueling 
routine. Nearly all of the DS were warrant 
officers ex Australian Army Training Team 
Vietnam (AATTV), with some clearly affected 
physically, one still suffering from a stomach 
infestation and perhaps mentally by their 
Vietnam service. We went through the paces 
of snap shooting on patrol with targets 
popping out from behind trees; moving under 
live fire, confidence courses, obstacle courses 
and rope courses – as if we were a pack of 
monkeys – but not quite as agile. As a thirty-
two year old moderately fit person, I found I 

had muscles I never knew existed and they 
constantly reminded me of their existence day 
after day. We conducted cordon and searches 
of Canungra’s much famed VC village with 
soldier’s wives from the married quarters 
suitably attired in ‘black pyjamas’ and coolie 
hats acting out the role of VC women. They 
were good too! There were very few breaks 
and not much time for either canteen or 
mess. Most evenings if we weren’t involved in 
night exercises – night patrols – we had 
indoor lectures and demonstrations. This 
went on intensively for two weeks and then in 
the third week we moved south to the 
Wyangari State Forest just south of the NSW 
border.  
 
We had the weekend free before departing 
for Wyangari and I was able to meet with my 
cousins John and Edna Mules and their three 
children for a pleasant picnic in a small park 
adjacent to Canungra Creek in Canungra 
Village. It was a sunny autumn day and the 
memory of that occasion lingered with me 
throughout the year ahead and in all the years 
since. 
 
On Monday morning at an early hour we were 
loaded into the back of closed down 2½ ton 
trucks for a bumpy and seemingly circuitous 
route south to Wyangari. The trip took a good 
hour and I especially recall the dust rising up 
from the dry unsealed road pouring in over 
the tailgate of the truck. We arrived 
somewhat disorientated and in my own case 
decidedly motion sick. It passed. Wyangari is 
said to have some of the heaviest rain forest 
one would find anywhere. It is an east-west 
longitudinal stretch of forest following the 
course of Wyangari Creek. We dismounted on 
the gravel road on a ridgeline above the forest 
– the southern boundary of the forest I 
assumed and formed into platoon groups. The 
exercise narrative that had been presented 
required us to move in section patrols from 
west to east, parallel with the creek and about 
100 metres from the creek bank. We would 
be harassed by enemy from time to time, 
more than likely ambushed and at a chosen 
location at the eastern end of the patrol we 
would form up into a company attack. Each 
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night we were to bivouac defensively. It 
occurred to me that it was not particularly 
tactically sound – but why fight the narrative? 
Each platoon group was then led by a DS NCO 
along a track to a start position – a different 
point for each platoon. We were given the 
grid reference of the start point on the old 
1938 edition of the Wyangari inch to the mile 
map. Having left the road and entered the 
forest, the canopy closed over us and apart 
from the fact that we were moving down the 
slope it was impossible to glean any idea of 
quite where we were. The DS NCO left us at 
the grid referenced start point (later shown to 
be incorrect) and disappeared up the track. 
 
We formed into patrol formation, three 
sections, arrowhead for the centre lead 
section and single file to the rear and on 
either flank. We proceeded then eastwards, 
on a compass bearing with one designated 
member counting paces and every 500 metres 
or so marking our position by dead reckoning 
on our map. Under the canopy which left us in 
a permanent twilight there was not a great 
deal of undergrowth and actual ‘going’ was 
not too difficult. Fallen rotting logs were the 
main obstruction. The creek to our right was 
noisy enough to keep us on track. We 
travelled all day like this crossing the 
occasional re-entrant or minor creek tumbling 
into the major stream and stopped briefly for 
a lunch consumed from a can lying on our 
bellies in tactical formation. We were obeying 
all the rules. By late afternoon it was time to 
form into a defensive bivouac taking care with 
arcs of fire and potential killing grounds. State 
forest conservation laws prohibit disturbance 
of the soil hence weapon pits or scrapes were 
not permitted. We carried hessian bags for all 
our rubbish, mostly empty cans. Hexamine 
stoves were ignited and in small defensive 
groups an evening meal was prepared before 
stand-to. As total darkness fell sentries were 
posted with navigation lines back to their 
defensive pit and we unrolled our issue 
bedding – blow up mattress sections slipped 
into the pocket of a japara silk or similar 
ground sheet. Darkness under the rain forest 
canopy was total. And then, as our eyes 
became accustomed to the gloom we realised 

that every fallen log and tree stump was 
aglow in eerie phosphorescence. Other tiny 
lights darted from point to point. The effect 
served to enhance the total darkness. The 
phosphorescent fungi and fireflies cast no 
shadow. Our somewhat restless sleep was 
disturbed in the early hours of the morning by 
someone stumbling about in the forest. One 
of our numbers had walked a few paces away 
to relieve himself and then couldn’t find his 
way back so he settled down for the rest of 
the night where he was. On day one we had 
had no ‘enemy’ contacts. 
 
Day two was much the same. We continued 
our tactical patrolling. Towards late afternoon 
we started to realise that the shape of the 
creek and the occasional minor re-entrants 
we were crossing, when plotted by ‘dead 
reckoning’ on the map, bore little 
resemblance to the map detail and especially 
the general shape of the creek. Was this 
simply due to the rather generalised nature of 
the map detail or were we completely out of 
position for whatever reason? We had had no 
‘enemy’ contacts on day two and no sign of 
DS in their umpiring capacity. We settled 
down into a defensive bivouac again that 
night.  
Day three was the same – no enemy contact. 
Again we tactically bivouacked that night. The 
next morning (Thursday) WO2 Snow Rollston 
suggested that he trace the creek back by 
compass and pace and produce a sketch of its 
direction and shape to see whether we could 
relate that to the map. He was away for an 
hour and returned with a very credible sketch. 
It bore no relationship to the published map 
either where we stood or at any other part of 
the creek’s course. Clearly the topographers 
who had created the map in the 1930s had 
generalised the creek under the heavy forest 
canopy perhaps using aerial photographs to 
establish its general position and direction. 
Furthermore, it was becoming apparent from 
the lack of enemy contact that the DS had no 
idea where we were and that the grid 
reference given of our start point was 
incorrect. Our actual start point was probably 
well west of the given grid reference.  
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Throughout day four we speeded up our 
patrolling, moving in single file without too 
much regard to tactical movement, and again 
bivouacked that night. Friday was to be the 
last day of the exercise; the day of the attack.  
Soon after leaving our bivouac site we were 
‘found’ by two corporal DS (not ‘enemy’ – 
they wore white bands attached to their bush 
hats). They made no comment but simply 
passed the message from the exercise 
commander that we were to move non-
tactically with them to another location. They 
took us by a well trodden track on the 
northern side of the rain forest tongue (the 
rain forest had given way to fairly open 
savannah at this point) to the scene of the 
attack, a low spur rising to the north. Our 
position was indicated as being in ambush on 
the enemy’s escape line. In fact we took little 
part in the attack, simply firing off a few 
blanks as the enemy vacated its position – 
highly unrealistic I thought. The attack itself 
further up the spur went off with lots of noise 
and smoke. 
 
Following this, the exercise was declared over 
and we all moved to a debriefing site where 
we saw our exercise commander for the first 
time – a youngish rather soft looking captain. 
Our ‘tankie’ company OC was there – I had no 
idea what his role had been over the past few 
days – looking very serious and ‘in command’. 
A lot of words were spoken but not a single 
utterance about our ‘lost patrol’. Finally when 
comment was called for I stood up and 
addressed the youngish captain and told him 
that my platoon had not had a single enemy 
contact and that I believed that we had been 
given an incorrect grid reference for our start 
point or perhaps we had been taken to an 
incorrect position from which to start our 
patrol. He flustered a bit and said that was 
unlikely and clearly didn’t wish to pursue the 
matter further. Neither did I wish to push the 
argument further at that point but 
approached him privately after the debriefing 
was over. He remained non-committal. I let 
the matter drop at that point. We returned to 
Canungra on Saturday, this time in more 
comfort by bus arriving in time for a welcome 
well prepared lunch. The afternoon was spent 

returning stores and generally relaxing. A few 
farewell beers might have been enjoyed with 
our signaler friends with declared intentions 
to meet again in the ‘funny place’. 
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